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Asymptotic Theory for Robust Principal Components 
GRACIELA BOENTE 
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Ciudad Universitaria, Buenos Aires, Argentina, and CONICET 
Communicated by Y. Fujikoshi 
The asymptotic distribution of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the robust 
scatter matrix proposed by R. Maronna in 1976 is given when the observations are 
from an ellipsoidal distribution. The elements of each characteristic vector are the 
coefficients of a robustified version of principal components. We give a detinition 
for the asymptotic efficiency of these estimators and we evaluate their influence 
curve. The problem of maximizing the efficiency under a bound on the influence 
curve is solved. Numerically, we calibrate the optimal estimators under the 
multivariate normal distribution and we evaluate their sensitivity. 1’ 1987 Academtc 
Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Principal components methods are used to reduce high dimensional 
data. There are many situations, in multivariate analysis in which it will be 
desirable to obtain robust estimators of principal components. More 
precisely, let X be a vector in Rp with finite covariance matrix, then the 
first principal component is defined as the linear combination of the com- 
ponents of X which will give us the most information on A’. i.e., V(abX) = 
max V(a’X) where the maximum is taken over //a 11 = 1. Similarly, the 
second component will maximize V(a’X) under /I a I/ = 1 and a’u, = 0 which 
will imply that both components are uncorrelated. 
More generally, we are interested in a small number q of linear com- 
binations of the original variables that gives us the most of the information. 
Or, equivalently if 71(X, 2) denotes the orthogonal projection of X over 
A?, where H is a linear space, we are trying to minimize the loss function 
E( )I X- X(X, 2) )I *) over all the subspaces of dimension q. 
In this situation, the first q principal components are the q eigenvectors 
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of the covariance matrix of X related to the q largest eigenvalues. 
Therefore, in order to estimate the principal components, it is enough to 
consider the empirical covariance matrix. 
The asymptotic properties of these estimators were studied by Anderson 
[2] for the normal distribution. Fang and Krishnaiah [S] derived 
asymptotic joint distribution of certain functions of the eigenvalues of the 
sample covariance matrix when the underlying distribution is not 
necessarily multivariate normal. 
As the variability was given in terms of variances, those methods are sen- 
sitive to a small amount of outliers, thus we are interested in giving robust 
methods for principal components, dealing with pseudovariances instead of 
variances. 
Devlin, Gnanadesikan, and Kettenring [4] made simulation studies with 
different robust matrices, defining principal components through them. 
In this paper, we study the asymptotic distribution of principal com- 
ponents when we consider the robust matrix proposed by R. Maronna [9]. 
In Section 2, the main results are stated. In Sections 3 and 4, definitions for 
the efficiency and influence curve more related to this problem are given, 
and optimal estimators are found, in the sense that they minimize the 
asymptotic variance under a bound on the sensitivity. Finally, in Section 5 
we give numerical values for the constants of the optimal estimates, 
together with the value of their sensitivity, for the multivariate normal 
distribution in dimensions two to ten. 
2. THE ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION OF 
THE EICENVECTORS AND EIGENVALUES OF A ROBUST MATRIX 
Let XL,.... X, be observations of a distribution P in RP. R. Maronna [9] 
define robust estimators of the scatter matrix, C,, and of the location 
parameter, rlr, as the solutions of the system: 
; ;g, Ul(4X,, t,,, Z,))(X, - t,) = 07 (2.1) 
; ,g, u2(d2W;, t,, C,))(X - t,)W, - t,)’ = z‘,, (2.2) 
where d2(.r, t, C) = (X - t)’ C-~ ‘(x - t) is the Mahalanobis distance, x = 
(x, ,..., xp)’ and u,: R + R i = 1, 2 are given functions. 
Under general hypothesis, these estimators are consistent to the solution 
(t, Z) of the equations 
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E(u,(4X t, C))(X- t)) = 0, (2.3) 
E(u*(d2(X, t, C))(X- 2)(X- t)‘) = z, (2.4) 
where the expectation is taken under the distribution P. 
The eigenvectors of C can be viewed as a robust version of the principal 
components and the characteristic vectors of 2, will be the robust 
estimators related to the problem. Some simulation studies have been done 
by Devlin, Gnanadesikan and Kettenring [4]. 
Let r = diag( 1 r ,..., jwP) be the eigenvalues of Z where A, > .. . B %,, and 
D, )...) up be the corresponding eigenvectors; V will denote the matrix 
V= (a, ,..., r,,). Let o; ,..., r$ be the eigenvectors of Z‘,, related to the eigen- 
values 2; 3 .‘. 2 ;L;. We shall denote by V’,, = (a; ,..., P;) and by I-,, = 
diag( I.?,..., ,I;). 
The equations defining V,, and r,, can be written as 
C” v,, = v,,r,,, 
v:, v,, = I,> 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
where I, is the identity matrix in Rpxp. 
Assumptions 
We will suppose that the assumptions given by R. Maronna [9] for the 
asymptotic normality of C,, are fulfilled. Those assumptions are the 
following: 
(A) U, and a2 are nonnegative, nonincreasing and continuous for 
s 3 0. Denote by ei(s) = SU,(S) s 3 0 j= 1, 2. 
(B) $, and rj2 are bounded. Let Ki =suP,~., $,(s), i= 1, 2. 
(C) $z is nonincreasing and strictly increasing in the interval where 
$2 -==z K,. 
(D) There exists so such that $Jsi)> p and that u,(s)>0 for s<s, 
(and hence K, > p). 
(E) There exists a > 0 such that for every hyperplane H, 
P(H)< 1 -p/K, -a. 
Let $1 j = 1, 2 be the derivative of $,, j = 1, 2. 
(F) The functions s$,‘(s) are bounded and E$‘,(n(X, t, ,.Y))>O. 
(G) P is an ellipsoidal distribution, i.e., is obtained from a radial 
distribution by an afline transformation. 
Remark 2.1. By a generalization of GlivenkoPCantelli theorem, the 
empirical distribution verities for large values of n the condition (E), then 
Z, is positive definite and hence A; 3 . . . 3 A;: > 0. 
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Let us suppose throughout this paper that the solution (t, E) of (2.3) and 
(2.4) is t = 0, C = diag(j”, ,..., A,,); then the vectors E,, i= I,..., p of the 
canonical basis of R”, are the eigenvectors of C. 
We will denote by Y a vector with spherical distribution, i.e., invariant 
under rotations; and by X = S Y where Z = SS’. 
Remark 2.2. As has been proved by R. Maronna [9] under the 
assumptions (A )-(G ), U,, = n ‘I?( Z,, - C) is asymptotically normally 
distributed with mean 0 and covariances given by 
M; ,,,. ,, = As Cov( U;;, U;: i.) 
1 
/l,if, j=j= j’=j’ 
r,i,;l,., j = j, i’ = j’, j # i’ 
c 
v,jd,, (i, j) = (2, j’) i fj or (j, j) = (j’, i’) 
(2.7) 
0, otherwise 
where yl, = CK,/(2AK,, + 1)’ with K, ‘=P(P+~), C=E(II/:(ll Yl12)), A= 
E(ll/i(II Y/I’) II Yll’)-p; z,, and /I,, can be evaluated as 
cl,, =d( -2a’(h(p+2)+2)-4a+h- I), 
j?, =d(2a’(h(p+ l)(p+2)-2)+4a(h(p+2)- 1)+3b- I), 
Remark 2.3. As C,, converges to C with probability one, r,x converges 
to f and if E,, > ... >3.,, V, converges to V. If the roots have multiplicities 
greater than one, V,, is with probability one in a neighborhood of the set of 
all the possible solutions V of the equation ZV= VT. We then need a way 
of choosing a solution of (2.5) and (2.6) which is the choice made by 
Anderson [2]. As X,, has an absolutely continuous limiting distribution, it 
is easy to see that asymptotically Z,, will have distinct eigenvalues and u; 
will be different from 0. Therefore, we can choose u; such that 21;. > 0. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 1,; > . . > j.1 and a’ be the eigenvulues and eigenvec- 
tars of the matri.v .Z,, solution of (2.1) and (2.2) where vr’v; = 6,i and v: > 0. 
Suppose that Z = diag( A, ,..., A,) where A, = pk I,, = diag(l,, + , ,..., A,, + y,) 
with t, = cf= ,I q,, t, = 0, p, > . > pL,, i.e., px- has multiplicity qk. 
Let us denote by f,, = diag(j>; ,..., I.;), V,, = (v; ,..., 0;) where we par- 
titioned U,,, V,, and I-,, in the following way 
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where Z; = diag(1; ,..., A;,) ,..., Z; = diag($_,+ , ,..., 1;). We will omit the 
superscript n when there is no doubt. Then the following results hold 
(a) H, =n”‘(Z, --,Zy,), V,, and Fk, =n”‘V,,, k < I, are 
asymptotically independent. 
(b) The limiting distribution of the diagonal elements of H, has a 
density given by 
J‘(Y, ,..., yk,pk,qk)=Dk n (v!-I’j) 
I Grc iCqi 
where a; ’ = Y,,&, b, = UP/(&, + (qk - 1) a,), and >V, > ‘.. > .Vyi. 
(c) The limiting distribution of Vkk is the conditional Haar invariant 
distribution and n1j2( V,, v;k - Zyk) converges stochastically to 0. 
(d) The limiting distribution of Fk, = n”‘Vk[, k < I, is normal with 
mean 0, variances &p,Y,,/(& -p,)’ and correlation 0, this is also the 
distribution of -F/k. 
Elsewhere if (s, t) # (k, I), s < t, k < I, Fkl is asymptotically independent of 
6,. 
The proof of this theorem is quite similar to the one given by Anderson 
[Z] for the normal distribution. 
Remark 2.4. The asymptotic distribution of the eigenvalues for a 
general class of estimates of a covariance or scatter matrix has been studied 
by Tyler [lo] in a more general setting. This class of estimates include the 
M-estimates for the scatter matrix we are considering when sampling from 
an elliptical population. 
Remark 2.5. If q, = 1 for all 1 < j d Y we obtain 
(a) fkj = n”2uk, converges in law to a normal distribution with mean 
0 and variance &.l,y,,/( %, - I,)‘; fk, and fv, are asymptotically independent 
for (s, t) # (k, I), s < t, k < 1. 
(b) Asu,,=V~,h,andv~,=1,v,,>0weseethatu,,=h,,o,,=1, 
fLk + fkl = 0, then h; is asymptotically normal with mean 0 and variance 
fl,,Ai and n1’2(uk, + ulk) converges stochastically to 0. 
Moreover, H, = diag(h;,..., h;) converges in law to a multivariate normal 
with mean 0 and covariance matrix given by .L(a,, H + fi,Z)Z where ,Y = 
diag(i, ,..., A,), H = E - Z and E has all its elements equal to one. 
As n”2(u:k - 1) converges stochastically to 0 and ukx converges to one, 
n”2( okk - 1 ) converges to 0. 
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Remark 2.6. If z is not diagonal, there exist V0 such that z= k’ork’b 
with V,,Vb=I,,, f=diag(J ,,..., A,), ;i, = ... =,I,, =p ,,..., lPPq,+, = ... = 
i., = Pi. Then Z = VOX has as robust scatter matrix r and the solution of 
(2.1) and (2.2) for the new variables verifies CJX,,..., X,,) = 
V,z,,(Z, ,..., Z,,) C’;,. Then, the characteristic roots have the distribution 
given before and the characteristic vectors V,, verify analogous results as 
those given by Anderson [2]. More precisely, 
IP2v;‘( v, v; -I,, I$ + 0 in probability, 
where V, = (VA ,..., V;) V,, = (k’,,..., V,) and n”‘(Z,- V~V~‘)Vk is 
asymptotically normal with mean 0 and covariance matrix C with elements 
for 1 < i, i’ d p 1 d j, j’ d qk t, = xi=, qi. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC EFFICIENCY-INFLUENCE CURVE 
From now on, we will denote by u(t) the function u2(r). Suppose we con- 
sider the set of all the linear spaces X of dimension q fixed, q < p. Then, we 
propose to take as linear space, for our principal components problem, the 
space X(P) spanned by the q largest eigenvectors of the matrix C(P) 
solution of (2.3) and (2.4) we will estimate X(P), using the space Xn 
obtained through the solution C, of (2.1) and (2.2). When u(t) = 1, this is 
the geometrical approach the the q first principal components; it is enough 
to obtain a linear space on which projecting X. 
As in the classical case, it is easy to prove that X(P) minimizes the 
E( jl X- 71(X, X) 11’ u(x’L ‘X)) over all the linear spaces of dimension q 
where the expectation is taken under the distribution P and n(X, X) 
denotes the orthogonal projection of X over 2. 
This gives us the robust approach of principal components as minimizing 
a loss function over all the linear spaces, where now we are dealing with a 
bounded loss function. This allows us to extend the notion of principal 
components even when second moments does not exist. 
Suppose now, that we have fixed q < p, what measure of efficiency will 
we use? The usual criterion is to consider the trace of the asymptotic 
covariance matrix of the first q eigenvectors of L’,, which gives 
Yp 1 1 hfW(& - 4)‘. (3.1) 
I<kiy lclcp 
ii+ & 
We will suppose Iby > LY+, in order to identify the model. 
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Another way of measuring asymptotic efficiency, more related to our 
problem will consider the asymptotic distribution of the function g(&) = 
E(IIX-n(X,~~)112-llX--(X,~(P))I12). We will then compare the per- 
forming between g(XH) and g(X,Ls) where X”,“” designs the solution 
obtained by least squares methods. This gives us an idea of how much we 
loose in our fitting of the vector X, when we consider robust estimators. If 
X has a distribution obtained through a radial one by a linear transfor- 
mation, but is not normally distributed the expectations involved in the 
definition of 8(x7) may be undefined. Thus, we give the following 
definition. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let g(X)=E(I/X-x(X, X)/l*- l/X-n(X, X(P))ll* 1 
I/XII. = 1) where I/xIIz =d(x, 0, C) and E(h(X) I IIXI/. = 1) designs the 
conditional expectation of h(X) to II X/I z = 1. 
Then an asymptotic measure Y-(U) will be given by 
S“(U) = lim E(ng(&)), (3.2) 
t1 
i.e., we are studying the asymptotic distribution of g(XH) which is a loss 
measure. 
The efficiency is then given by the quotient “# ‘(LS)/$‘(u) where 
I’(LS) = V”( 1) is the measure obtained for the least squares estimator. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Under the assumptions qf Theorem 2.1 we have that 
p”+“(u) = yr C 1 %,A,/(/., -E.,), 
IGk<t/l>C/ 
(3.3) 
then the t$iciency criterion is the usual one. 
Proof. We are supposing ,Y= diag(i,,..., j.,), t =0 then pg(X) = 
Cr=, li -C,“= , Aj C;=, vi where v, ,..., ~1~ is an orthonormal basis of 2. 
Let 
D” = I 1 (i, - j.,)((v”,)2 - (u:,)‘) 
I<i<,<y 
2, f 2, 
= np’ C (h - phMfr(FN?flh) - tr(FhlG)), 
1 <h<l<k 
where I,, = . = A,, = ~1, ,..., A,, + , = . . = 1, = pk, t,, = c,hz; qj and 
D;=Zi>q.,<,e, (;1, - Ai)( where W,, = (II;,..., u:) is a basis of zn. Then, 
recalling that WRW, = Z, we obtain that pg(A$) = D; + 0;. By 
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Theorem 2.1, 0; and 0; are asymptotically independent. As Flh converges 
in law to a matrix U,, Y,,/(p, - pLh) where I/, are the eigenvectors of U,, and 
U is a symmetric matrix with normal distribution, nD7 converges to 0 in 
probability. Therefore ng(&)p has the same limiting distribution than nD;, 
i.e., png(xr) converges in law to C,,y,, S ,cy Zz,I,nj/(n, -E.,) where Z, is 
normally distributed with mean 0 and variance y,. fl 
We want now to give an influence measure IC(u, x). 
We will denote by V(P) = (u, ,..., oP) where D, ,..., II,, are the eigenvectors 
of the solution z(P) of (2.3) and (2.4). 
If I., = i, the matrix V(P) is not a continuous function, therefore, we will 
not be able to evaluate the influence curve of the eigenvectors u,, D;. Thus, 
as we are interested in the first q characteristic vectors, we will assume 
2, > ... >i, >I.,,, 3 ... 32,. 
We will denote by v’( P, x), f’( P, .u) and L”( P, X) the Hampel’s influence 
curve of V(P), r(P) and LIP), respectively. An standard argument yields 
u;,(P, s)=Z~,(P,.v)/(i, -E.,), i # j, 2, #A, (3.4) 
L(,( P, x) = 0, (3.5) 
where ,?I:,(P, X) = u(s’z(P)- ‘x) X,X,/( 1 + 2AK,); in the diagonal case. 
We want to define an influence function which will allow us to measure 
how a bad observation will disturb the,titting of X, i.e., how much it will 
modify the projection of X over the linear space induced. Therefore, if Q = 
( I - E) P + F: 6 y, where 6, is the point mass 1 in x, a measure of the distur- 
bance that the observation .Y will cause, will be the lim, _ 0 [EP( 11 n(X, 
X(P)) I/’ - )/ X(X, X(Q)) 1) “) J I”/&, where E, designs the expectation under 
the distribution P. This measure will indicate the variation in mean of 
the projection of the vector X. As P is ellipsoidal, II X- z(X, 
X(P))l12<‘IlX-~(X, ~J“(Q))Il’, h w ere 6 ’ denotes “stochastically lower 
or equal than” (see Boente and Yohai [3]), therefore, the expectation 
involved in the limit is nonnegative. As in the definition of the efficiency, 
the expectation may be undefined, then we give the following definition. 
DEFINITION 3.2. We define the influence curve for the linear space 
X(P) as 
W=@(P), xl = !‘-“. [Ep(II 4X, *o(P)) II2 
- II n(X x(Q), II2 I II WI,,,, = I)l”‘/e. (3.6) 
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Remark 3.1. It is easy to show that 
i I 
l/7. 
ZC(c%?(P), ?I)= 1 cAj -n,) Ub(p* x)‘/P (3.7) 
I</<4 
i>Y 
where u;,(P, x) is given in (3.4), and therefore y-(u) = E[IC(.#‘(P), X)‘] as 
in many others situations. 
4. OPTIMAL ESTIMATORS 
By means of the influence curve one can describe the robustness of an 
estimator, thus it is natural to try to find a balance between robustness and 
efficiency. The estimators considered for the principal components have 
bounded influence if $(t) = tu(t) is bounded. Following an idea of Hampel 
[7], we shall look for “optimal” estimators, which in some sense minimizes 
the asymptotic variances under a bound on the influence function. 
Let us suppose that X has an ellipsoidal distribution, i.e., X= SY where 
Y is radial. Moreover, we will suppose that Y has a density f( I/ y 11’) with f 
nonincreasing and differentiable. As always, we may suppose 
Z = SS’ = diag(A, ,..., lp). 
Let u be a function which verifies the assumptions of section 2, 
$(t)=tu(t). Then p~~(~)=p~~(~)=C,,~,,~,~~~~~~,y~/(~~-~,), where 
E$( 1) Y\\‘) = p; this last equation implies that we obtain asymptotically 
unbiased estimators for Z and therefore for f and V, and is imposed to 
ensure that all possible $ yield to the same solution Z(P) = Z: i.e., all 
estimate the same thing. 
LEMMA 4.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, we have 
2AK,, + 1 = -24A~(// Yll*) II Yll’f’(ll Yl12Vffll Yl12)L (4.1) 
where A and K,, are given in Remark 2.3. 
The proof of this lemma is similar to the argument used in Krasker [8] 
and so is omitted. 
The influence curve given in (3.7) is p IC(X(P), x)‘= 
c r,y,l G jGy x~x,‘u2(x’C~1x)/((~,i - A,)( 1 + 2AK,)‘). The sensitivity s(e) is 
defined as s(ll/) = sup,, RP IC(X(P), x) = SUP,,~ RB IC($, y) where 
p IC(ll/, J>)~ = 1 &l,$y;u2( II yII’)/((i, - A;)(1 +2AKP12). 
i>q 
l<j<q 
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Given k > 0, we want to lind a function 11/ such that V(e) is minimum 
under the side conditions 
WII YIl’)=FJ. (4.2) 
s(ti1d.k. (4.3) 
We denote by c( = EJ(&, - ,I, + , ) > 0, h -’ = p( 1 + ~AFc,)~. 
LEMMA 4.2. The sensitivity s(*) can be evaluated as 
s2( I)) = ah sup l+F( t)/4. 
I>0 
(4.4) 
ProoJ: As the supremum of the influence curve is not attained 
at the origin, s’($) = b su~.,.~Rp ~‘(11 Y II’) Ci,y,l Q iGq J.iAjiYfYT/(lj - A,) = 
bsup,>oIl/‘(t)sup,,I,,=iC,>,.1.,., %i,Iiz~zf/(~, - &). Then, it remains to 
show that su~ll,tl= I Gizy.r <.jsy &Ajz$$/(ij - &) = CC/~, which follows easily 
by using the multipliers of Lagrange method. 1 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Y be a vector with radial distribution given by a 
density f( 1) y I/ ‘) with ,f‘ nonincreasing and differentiable. 
Define tie(t) = min(t I f’(t) I /f(t), CL $o*(t) = pvQo(t)lNd II Yl12) and 
P==q7wo(ll Yl12) II Yl12 I f’(ll Yll’) I lf(II Y/I% 
Suppose that p < CC and that E( /( Y (( 4 (f’( (( Y (/ ‘)/f( (( Y (( 2))2) < 00, then 
It/z minimizes I^($) under (4.2) and (4.3) where k= (ccp)“* cp/2. 
Proof: Let rj be a function such that 0 # E+( [I VII*) -C cc and 
define ti*=p$/E$(l( Y(/‘). Then V(G)=w‘(tj*), s($)=s($*) and 
E$*( I/ Y II 2, = p. Therefore, it is enough to show that I,!I~ minimizes y-(11/) 
between all the function II/ such that 0 # E$( /I Y II ‘) < CD and s($) <k. In 
order to obtain unicity of the minimum we will add the condition 
2qAICI(II YI12) II Y/I” I f“(II Yl12) I /“fII yll’))=P. (4.5) 
As $ must verify the assumptions for the asymptotic distribution of the 
estimators O#E($(II Yll’) II YII’)<co. 
By (4.1), (4.4), and (4.5), (4.3) is equivalent to s~p,,,~~(t)<c~, and 
then II Y/l4 u2( II Y II’) < c2 for YE RP, where u(t) = $(t)/t. 
Let u,(t) = min( ( ,f’( t) I/f(t), c/t), our problem reduces to minimize 
E(u’(ll Yll*) II VI41 under 
2X;,mdII Yl12) II VI4 If’(ll ~l12111f(II yl12))=P, (4.6) 
II yl14~2(II Yl12)Gcc. (4.7) 
As E(u2(II Yl12) II Yl14)=E(II Yll”(lf’(lI ~ll’)llf(ll Yl12)-41 Yl12))2) + 
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WdlI Yl12) II VI4 If’(ll ~ll’wf(II Yl12N + alI Yl14 (f’(II yl12ml yl12)12X 
by (4.6) it is enough to minimize E(ll Yll”(lf’(ll Ylj’)l/f(Il Yl12) - 
u( )I Y II 2))2) under (4.6) and (4.7). Recalling that inf,, A (1 f’( 11 Y I/ 2, I / 
./XII Yl12)-~)2=(lf’(ll ~l12)l/f(I/ YI12)-~dII Yl12))2 where A= {tER: 
t2 II I’ll4 < c*}, by (4.7) we obtain the result. 1 
COROLLARY 4.1. Suppose that Y is normalLy distributed with mean 0 and 
couariance matrix I,,. Define $,,(t) = min( t ,  c). rc/$( t )  = p$,J t )/I$$,( II Y II “)) 
and p=K,E(IC/,(II Y/12) II Yl12). Then, $t minimizes *-(I/I) under (4.2) and 
(4.3) where k = (~rp)‘:~ cp/2. 
Proof Follows immediatly from Theorem 4.1 using that f(t) = 
(Zx) P/2 e ~ r / 2 .  1 
Thus, in the normal case we obtain the usual + Huber function. 
Remark. The assumption E[ 11 Y 11 4 (f’( II Y II ‘)/f( I/ Y II ‘))2] < CC is 
verified, for example, for the Student distribution with m degrees of 
freedom. In this case, f ( t )  = c,/(m + t)‘“+““’ and 1 f ' ( t ) / f ( t )  I = 
(m + p)/(2(m + t ) ) ,  then t  I f ' ( t )  I / f ( t )  is bounded and the expectation is 
finite. The optimal solution is given by the function Il/o(t) = 
min((m + p) t/(2(m + t ) ) ,  c) which is the maximum likelihood estimate 
function truncated. 
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this section, we calibrate the optimal estimators under the normal 
distribution and we evaluate their sensitivity. 
We consider the matrix C solution of (2.3) (2.4) where u2( t) = wk( t)/P 
with wk( t) = qGk( t)/t = min( 1, k/t) the Huber-weights and /I = Eijk( 11 Y 11 ‘)/p, 
TABLE I 
P k P s* 
2 5.6613 0.9410 3.3008 
3 6.4097 0.9309 3.7650 
4 7.1445 0.9217 4.2264 
5 7.8669 0.9131 4.6853 
6 8.5787 0.9050 5.1431 
7 9.2784 0.8972 5.5994 
8 9.9693 0.8897 6.0554 
9 10.6509 0.8825 6.5111 
10 11.3231 0.8755 6.9665 
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where the expectation is taken under a normal distribution with mean 0 
and covariance matrix identity. 
Therefore, by Lemma 4.2, 4s2(tjk) = crk*p( p + 2)2/(E($k( 11 Y iI*) 11 Y I/ 2))2. 
Table I gives the value of the constant k which gives an efficiency of 0.95 
with respect to least squares estimates. We also show there the values for 
the constant /I and for s* = p”‘~/(2a”~), related to this choice of the 
estimators. We consider dimensions going from p = 2 up p = 10. We 
tabulate s* in order to eliminate the dependence of the eigenvalues and we 
multiply by p’l’ in order to increase the values. 
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